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PROCESS TASKS

Congregational Development Task #2

DISCOVERING A NEW IDENTITY

See Temporary Shepherds, pp.75-85, 168-9
See “Transformation Toolkit”: “The Congregation as 

Person” #9; Direction Setting Tools #24-28; Missional 

Readiness Tools #29-35; Transition Teams #36

p.1

CONGREGATION’S DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS PASTOR’S PROCESS TASKS

Coming to Terms with History (Heritage) Joining the system

Discovering a New Identity (Mission) Analyzing the system

Allowing and empowering new leadership (Leadership) Connecting with the denomination

Renewing denominational linkages (Connections) Focusing and assuming responsibility

Commitment to new future  (Future) Exiting and evaluating



The Task
To help the congregation

understand 

� who we are now in our present context 
& 

� what God is calling us to be

“To have a mission is to be sent out of the 
present situation into the future, and full 
engagement with this focus point allows a 
congregation to set out on that journey 

with faith, clarity and confidence.” 
John Keydel

p.1



Les Robinson

Center for 

Congregational Health

“If people do not know who 
they are and what they value, 
they will never discover what 

they are to do.”
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“To have a mission is to be sent out of 
the present situation into the future, 
and full engagement with this focus 

point allows a congregation to set out on 
that journey with faith, clarity and 

confidence.”

John Keydel



“A congregation will 
always be true to its soul, 
but it must release things 

not essential to its 
identity and mission.” 

David Sawyer
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Vision’s Three Big Questions

1. Who are we?

2. Who is our neighbour?

3.  Why are we here? 

p.2



The Challenge part 1:
The Congregation’s Sense of 

Itself

Powerful impulses from past – founder 
stories, strong preachers, rebellion, 
evangelistic or justice thrusts 

Sift these themes - claiming those parts 
which are now theirs, and reformulating 

others

“here is how we see ourselves now”
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The Challenge part 2:
The Congregation in its Context

Communities change (e.g. young white families 
>>> retirees or different ethic group)

Failing to Connect with Context –
endangers any church

BUT 
Connecting with context “energises the 

congregation”

p.3
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Linda Lea Snyder Suggestions (pp.79-81):

�Demographic studies of neighbourhood

�Interviews with community leaders

�Neighbourhood strolls

�Visiting other congregations as a team

�Neighbourhood potluck, dessert time for 
listening

�One page questionnaire & survey

�Open Forum Sunday School with community 
leaders



Further Tools & Print Resources

�Demographic tools for congregation & 
community assessment

�Cottage meetings

�“Right Brained” exercises

�Asset Mapping etc.

p.3



The Challenge part 3:

Toward New Vision

Two Definitions:
#1 An Image of our Desired Future 

#2 A Description of What We Are Called To Be

pp.3-4



Vision Definition #1 

An Image of our Desired Future

“A vision is a picture of the future you would like to 

create...” Peter Senge

“Vision for ministry is a clear mental image of a 

preferable future imparted by God to his chosen 

servants and is based upon an accurate understanding 

of God, self and circumstances.” George Barna

pp.3-4



Definition #2
A Description of What We Are Called To Be

“A  vision statement is an overall statement of what we 

believe God is calling us to be.”  Gymea Baptist Church

“Vision gives specificity to the mission of a unique 

congregation of believers set within a particular 

geographical and cultural context at a given time!”  
Steven J. Goodwin
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Vision’s Three Big Questions

1.Who are we?

2. Who is our neighbour?

3. Why are we here?
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Guiding Aspirations
Guiding Aspirations commonly include:

� a brief memorable phrase, a pithy catchy 
slogan, saying or motto

� a fuller picture, a somewhat longer 
description of this picture of the future toward 
which God is calling us. 

� a process for translating these into goals
and specific action plans on a regular (eg annual) 
basis

pp.4-6
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Further Tools

�“Cottage Meetings” and Structured 
conversations

�Janet Cawley’s “congregation as a person”

�Demographic tools for assessing both 
congregation and community

�More formal assessment tools

�Assets Mapping and various Gift 
Discernment tools

p.6



Review:

The Task: help congregation learn

o “who we are now in present context”;

o “who God is calling us to be”

The Challenges: 

#1 The Congregation’s sense of itself

#2 The (Changed?) Context

#3  Toward New Vision: 2 Definitions
Desired Future; Who called to be

3 Questions:

�Who are we?

�Who are our neighbours?

�What therefore...?



Symptoms of Resolution Symptoms of Non Resolution

Focus is on the present or future Focus is on the past

Growing excitement & energy for the 
congregation’s envisioned future

Leaders and others continue to consult 
the previous pastor

Willingness to do self assessment Resistance to self assessment

Congregation faces reality Unrealistic myths still operative

Affirm who we really are Emphasis is on blaming, what’s wrong

Process questions – where are we going? Identity confusion, who are we

Inclusiveness Low trust level, lack of authentic 
sharing

Rising trust level, humour and patience 
with the search process

Rush through the interim

Vision and goals fit present reality Maintain same old programs, even if 
they don’t meet present reality

Accomplishing this Task
Based on R. Neil Chafin, “Engaging the 

Developmental Tasks”

p.7





Some Tools

Temporary Shepherds,
pp.75-85, 168-9

“Transformation Toolkit”: 
Description & 

Assessment #11; 
Direction Setting #26-

30; 
Missional Readiness 

#31-38

“Resources for Transition” 
pp.23-25;  39-41; pp.42-45



Toolkit
Description & Assessment 
#11 The Congregation as Person

Direction Setting
#26 Asset Mapping

#27 Appreciative Inquiry
#28 Strategic Planning

#29 Spiritual Discernment
#30 Visioning

Missional Readiness
#31 Assessment Tools

#32 Church as Base Camp
#33 Testimony from the Workplace

#34 Narrative Leadership
#35 Thriving in Post Modern 21st Century

#36 Picturing Renewal: A Diagram
#37 Theory U

#38 Anabaptist Resources



Direction Setting
#26 Asset Mapping

#27  Appreciative Inquiry
#28 Strategic Planning

#29 Spiritual Discernment
#30 Visioning

Toolkit, #26-30



Playful Approaches
The Congregation as a Person

Based on Janet Cawley’s Who is Our Church? Imagining 
Congregational Identity. Alban, 2006

Meet Herb...

Resources pp.23-24Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools



We imagine our church as a person…    
1. 1. About how old?
2. 2. Which gender?
3. 3. What does he or she look like? (general appearance, style, 

clothes)
4. What does he or she do?  (occupation, lifestyle, hobbies)
5. What is his or her state of health and fitness?
6. What is his or her life setting?  (recent events, new challenges, 
opportunities)

7. What is his or her favourite TV show and radio station?
8. What does he or she eat for breakfast?
9. What is his or her name?
10. If you had to introduce this “person” to a friend, what would 
you say?

11. What is his or her favourite kind of music?
12. What kind of house does he or she live in?
13. What does he or she do on Friday nights?
14. What photos does he or she carry in his or her wallet?
15. If this “person” were given $1000 to spend, what would he or 
she do with it?

Resources pp.23-24



Connecting with our Contexts

Pin Maps

Contemplative
Windshield 
Survey

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p.25

Demographic Resources
www.missioninsight.com
www.perceptgroup.com



Structured Conversations

Sample

Paired Interviews:  Church at its best

Group:  How Church helps it happen

Group: “Church shopper”

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p. 39



Word Cloud 

based on 

responses to 

Round 2, Q.2

Resources p. 39



CIVIC
God calls us to promote the public good, 

helping individual members act responsibly as 

Christians.

ACTIVIST God calls the congregation to speak out on 

issues & work for social change.

SANCTUARY Members are called to cross the threshold, to 

become God’s “faithful remnant” experiencing 

God’s transcendent power over the trials of 

daily life.

EVANGELISTIC The “Great Commission” is the centre of 

congregational life, as members witness and 

share the Gospel with those outside.

GOLDEN RULE A Christian is defined less by ideology than by 

practices – by right living more than right 

believing, by caring for the needy, and living by 

“the Golden Rule”.

OUR MENNONITE ?

RELIGIOUS “CULTURES”
Roozen, Ammermann et al

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p. 43



Assessment Tools
such as...

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p. 43



Clarifying Our Vision

�Who are we?

�Who are our neighbours?

�So what? What is God 

dreaming?

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p. 44



Clarifying Our Vision

Sample Vision Exploration Resources p. 44



Clarifying Our Vision

Discovering a New Identity: 
some tools

Resources p. 44





1. How can we move this congregation 
toward greater “health and wholeness”?  

What most needs attention?

2. What should be done first?  How might we 
do it?

3. What else would you consider adding to 
the Team’s agenda for our two years work 

together?

Zoar –
Puzzling Over that Last 

Comment...


